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As the world changes and the pace of progress accelerates, 
constructive and alternative resolution of disputes, without 
resorting to court, has never been more important because it has 
positive impact across society.

Resolving disputes effectively offers certainty and ensures people, 
regardless of their economic or social background, can access 
fair and effective justice. It also enhances the rule of law and 
creates a more inclusive society where strong relationships are 
built and valued.

Ciarb (the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators) is an independent, 
charitable membership organization committed to supporting 
the effective resolution of disputes. We champion all aspects of 
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) across arbitration, mediation 
and adjudication, from local disagreements to international 
disputes.

We set robust, ethical standards to ensure disputes are resolved 
with confidence and certainty and raise the profile of ADR around 
the world.

We support our members at every step of their ADR journey, from 
the new generation of students to experienced Fellows, offering 
learning opportunities, mentorship and publications to progress 
their skills and achieve their goals. Our qualifications and 
post-nominals stand out as a mark of quality across the 
spectrum of ADR practice.

We connect the ADR community with events and networking 
opportunities, both globally and through our local branches. We 
also partner with organizations and policymakers to leverage our 
collective expertise where we know it can make a difference.

We look forward. We promote diversity within ADR and leverage 
new technology to ensure that ADR practice reflects the society it 
represents. We see a world where people understand the value 
of constructive dispute resolution because it enables society to 
move forward together and prosper.

We believe in effective resolution for a better world.

The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators Kenya Branch is one of the 
over 45 branches of Ciarb. Started in 1984 and currently has a 
membership of close to 1500 members derived from various 
professional backgrounds.
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Aims of the Conference

The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, Kenya Branch (CIArb) is 
proud to mark its 40th anniversary to reflect upon its 
distinguished achievements of playing a pivotal role in shaping 
the landscape of Alternative Dispute resolution (ADR) in the 
region.

Over the years, CIArb Kenya has been instrumental in forging a 
legacy of excellence and leadership as a premier ADR institute in 
various ways. Its role in training and accrediting arbitrators,
mediators, and ADR practitioners in general has set a gold 
standard for professional development within the ADR field.
In marking the 40th year anniversary, CIArb Kenya presents a 
dynamic and thought-provoking conference, reflecting on its 
own historical journey while envisioning the path of ADR 
Excellence ahead.

The Ciarb Kenya International Arbitration 
Conference has from 2013 been a focal point 
and the Arbitration event of the region in all its 
past 7 editions. Upholding its standards of 
Excellence and fulfilling its mandate as a 
platform for promotion of thought leadership, 
inspiring positive change and in building and 
creating awareness on ADR.

In its 8th edition, we aim to fulfill this and some 
more. As we mark the 40th year anniversary, we 
look keenly into the history of Ciarb Kenya, its role 
in regional developments in ADR as well as its 
impact in promotion of the golden standard of 
Practice in ADR.

Additionally, the conference aims to bridge the 
gap in the dispute resolution sphere by having all 
stakeholders of arbitration i.e. arbitration users, 
practitioners and policy makers under one roof 
through interactive dialogue. This is very 
important, as the dialogue will explore the 
symbiotic relationship between the end-users 
and the architects of dispute resolution policies.

Equally significant, the conference aims to delve 
into the international dimensions of arbitration. 
This involves attracting practitioners from diverse 

nationalities, contributing to the enrichment of 
perspectives within the field. This aims to provide 
practitioners with a comprehensive 
understanding of international arbitration, 
focusing on technical nuances, emerging trends, 
crossborder dispute resolution, emerging 
technologies and best practice.

The conference also seeks to foster sustainable 
partnerships and collaborations among African 
seats by actively engaging various arbitral 
institutions towards a cohesive and Africa 
centric and Africa inspired growth in 
International Arbitration.

When it is all said and done, the Ciarb Kenya at 
40 8th International Arbitration conference 
brings forth multiple stakeholders, practitioners, 
users, policy makers and academics both 
domestically and internationally to an incisive 
discussion onto preparing for the future of 
Arbitration in Africa. As the regional leaders in 
ADR, it is our honour and privilege to welcome 
you to these felicitations.



Payment Details

Members:
Kes. 32,500

Non-Members:
Kes. 35,000

Registration:
conf40.ciarbkenya.org

Mpesa
PAYBILL: 975743
ACCOUNT: CONF40

Bank
NCBA Bank, Mama Ngina Branch
ACCOUNT: 6435390017

Cheque
Cheque made payable to
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators 
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Programme
May 15

May 16

YMG CONFERENCE |

8.00 am - 8.45 am

8.45 am - 10.45 am

10.45 am - 11.15 am

11.15 am - 12.15 pm

12.15 pm - 1.15 pm

1.15 pm - 2.15 pm

2.15 pm - 3.15 pm

3.15 pm - 4.15 pm

4.15 pm - 4.30 pm

4.30 pm - 5.00 pm

6.00 pm - 8.00 pm

Arrival & Registration+ Early Morning Tea

Arbitration Law Reforms; Updating Arbitration Laws For Commercial
Development & fostering trade

Construction Arbitration Disputes in the face of Global Supply Chain Crisis with
a focus on Price Escalation, Currency fluctuations and Force Majeure

Emerging ESG Considerations in Arbitration: Navigating New Duties and
Disclosure Standards

Energy & Disputes; Sustainable Development v. Energy Transition, The
Question for Africa

Recap & Takeaway; actionable plan

Networking Cocktail

Tea Break & Group Photo

Lunch Break

Tea Break

• Opening Ceremony & Keynote Address
• Chairman of the Conference Committee & MCs
• Ciarb Kenya Chairman
• Ciarb Kenya through the Decades a History
• Ciarb Africa Trustee
• Ciarb Global President
• The Hon. Chief Justice & President of the Supreme Court
• President of the Republic of Kenya



May 17
8.00 am - 8.30 am

8.30 am - 9.30 am

9.30 am - 10.30 am

10.30 am - 11.00 am

11.00 am - 12.00 pm

12.00 am - 1.00 pm

1.00 pm -2 .00 pm

2.00 pm - 3.00 pm

3.00 pm - 4.00 pm

4.00 pm - 4.45 pm

4.45 pm - 5.00 pm

Registration & Early Morning tea

The Ciarb Chairmans Roundtable: Towards a cohesive growth of Ciarb across
Africa, the question of Diversity & Inclusion

Quantifying Damages in Arbitration; How much is enough

Public Policy and its impact on the Enforcement of Awards

Transparency & the greater Public access; Confidentiality in ADR

Data Protection & Cyber Security in the face of technological Advancement in
ADR

Solving Financial disputes to foster commerce; A focus on banking & Finance
Disputes trends

Towards sustainable Partnership & Collaboration amongst African Seats;
Arbitral Centers Roundtable

Vote of thanks, Closing Ceremony & Tea Break

7.00 pm - 10.00 pm Ciarb @ 40 Gala Dinner; Bush Dinner

Tea Break

Lunch Break



Sponsorship Packages
Category: Platinum | Amount: Kes. 2,500,000

Benefits:

Recognition as the conference's Platinum sponsor and hosting partner offering the highest recognition
during the event for premium advertising and exhibit placement affirming the organization's
leadership position in the industry.

Logo is carried across all our conference materials and a profile of the organization articulated in the
Conference Program.

Exclusive Display of Company Logo & Description after the Panel Discussions.

Speaking slot during the opening ceremony on Day 1 of the conference.

Provision of a Speaker & moderator during the Panel Discussions

15 complimentary Delegates Passes

Opportunity to address the delegates during the closing ceremony

Recognition of your logo on the conference website that is linked to the Organization's website.

Free copy of the complete conference attendee list(excluding email addresses & phone numbers)

A complimentary Virtual ADR sensitization symposium for the Sponsor's staff/ stakeholder
before/ after the conference.

Delegates’ bags branded insertations eg fliers, booklets,branded merchandise etc

Premium Branding of the event with Banners inside the conference hall as well as outside

Complimentary Exhibition Space & Help desk at a strategic position for maximum interaction with
delegates



Category: Gold | Amount: Kes. 1,000,000

Benefits:

The Gold level sponsorship package provides an opportunity to your organization to stand out to the
delegates in a number of powerful ways giving you access to the delegates as well as showcasing
your organization's strategic position in the Dispute Resolution space

Logo is carried across all our conference materials and a profile of the organization articulated in the
Conference Program.

Recognition of your logo on the conference website that is linked to the Organization's website.

Complimentary Exhibition space at a prime position to interact with the conference attendees

Branded Delegates' bags insertions that promote the brand of the Sponsor

A speaking slot and a Moderator slot at the conference

10 Complimentary Delegates passes for the conference

Special Mention on all social Media platforms

Company logo and profile/ full page write up on the conference booklet

A speaking slot at the Closing Ceremony

Premium Branding of the event with upto 4 Banners inside the conference hall as well as outside the
conference room.

Category: Silver | Amount: Kes. 500,000

Benefits:

The Silver Sponsorship Package offers an opportunity to present your organization on a silver platter
to the conference attendees guaranteeing you an increased awareness of your organizations profile
and solid exposure of your brand

This package offers you a speaking slot and a Moderators slot during the Conference

5 Complimentary Delegates Slots.

A speaking slot at the Opening Reception.

A complimentary Exhibition slot in a prime slot

Delegates’ bags branded insertations eg fliers, booklets,branded merchandise etc

Logo is carried across all our conference materials and a profile of the organization articulated in the
Conference Program.

Publicity of company profile on social media and across our conference materials

Organization logo on our conference website linked to your organization website.



Category: Ruby | Amount: Kes. 300,000

Benefits:

The Ruby Sponsorship package presents a value package for sponsors interested in  mid level
contribution to the conference. It presents an opportunity for your firm to promote your brand and
affirm your stature in the industry.

3 complimentary delegates’ passes

Delegates’ bags branded insertations eg fliers, booklets,branded merchandise etc.

Logo is carried across all our conference materials and on the conference website.

An Exhibition desk

A Speaking / Moderation slot at the conference

Category: Bronze | Amount: Kes. 150,000

Benefits:

The Bronze Contributor package is the least of our sponsorhip package. It is a great package for an
organization that wants to demonstrateits support to the conference and to the Branch

Logo is carried across all our conference materials

Delegates’ bags insertions

2 complimentary delegates’ passes

Exhibitors Opportunity | Amount: Kes. 100,000

Benefits:

Have an Exhibition Stand with marketing materials

Two Exhibitor Registrants

Logo is carried across all our conference materials under exhibitors

Logo and link to the organization website on the conference website



Special Group Sponsorship
Category

YMG (Young Members Group) Sponsors | Amount: Kes. 750,000

Benefits:

The YMG Sponsor presents the opportunity to the organization to support activities for the Young
Members Group, it packages the organization as a futuristic Brand embracing Opportunity creation
mentorship and thought leadership

It presents an opportunity to exclusive branding during the YMG conference and activites ensuring
maximum brand penetration.

Provides an opportunity to give a key note address to the YMG conference

Exhibition desk at the Conference venue for the main conference

Logo is carried across all our conference materials

Delegates’ bags insertions with branded merchandise to promote organization's brand.

5 complimentary delegates’ passes to both the YMG conference and main conference

Strategic mentions on all YMG activities and events

Provision of speakers/moderators for a session during the YMG conference & the main conference.

Publicity across all our conference materials and platforms.

Student Sponsors | Amount: Min. Kes. 150,000

Benefits:

This package provides for support for Undergraduate students who are interested in ADR to attend the
conference in the Insitutes bid to empower and mentor Young and upcoming ADR practitioners. It gives
the organization an edge among the Young ADR Practitioners as well as the Young Members Group.

Recognition as students main sponsor depending on amount

Exhibition desk at the Conference venue

Logo is carried across all our conference materials

Choice to have a panelist rep on the YMG Panel



In Kind Sponsorship
Reception Cocktail Sponsor | Amount: Kes. 350,000

Benefits:

Exclusive Branding Rights at the Conference Opening Event/reception cocktail

Recognition as the Conference booklet sponsor on the cover page of the booklet

Middle Page Advertisement Spread on the conference booklet

Delegates Bags insertions

Provision of the Service In kind

Logo is carried across all our conference materials

Opening Slot to market directly at the closing Event

Conference Booklet Sponsor | Amount: Kes. 250,000

Airport Transfers | Amount: In Kind

Badges & Lanyards Co- branded between the Sponsor & the Branch
Badges & Lanyards | Amount: 100,000

Conference Bags co Branded with branch and the Sponsors Logo
Conference Bags | Amount: 300,000

Benefits:

Effective resolution
for a better world

For Enquiries:
T: +254 722 200 496
E: info@ciarbkenya.org / kimanievelyne@ciarbkenya.org
W: ciarbkenya.org/contact


